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MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  21:29:37      

Does anyone know what happened to Dusty's mum and dad? Any pictures?
Because I always wondered about them.

Matt.

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  21:40:13  

Here you are Matt, Gerard and Catherine (Kay)
Sis does have Dusty's Mum's autograph, I'll post it over the Weekend

Mark

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  21:45:17      

Thanks for the picture!  I've seen that but I couldn't remember where so

I couldn't save it. Now I can! 

 

Matt.

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 09/11/2006 :  22:00:25    

There's also a nice one of them with Dusty outside an airplane.
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USA
14235 Posts

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  08:38:18  

quote:

Originally posted by MattMidd1

Does anyone know what happened to Dusty's mum and dad? Any pictures?
Because I always wondered about them.

Matt.

I think Dusty's Mum died in 1976 and her Dad in 1979.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  14:53:30      

Thank you very much for the info clive.

Matt.

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  18:28:28  

You're welcome Matt. 
Incidentally in a radio interview in 1985 Dusty mentioned that her mother
was from a family of 13 and that she (Dusty) still had some uncles living in
Ireland. I've no idea if they are alive now but I am sure Dusty must have
many cousins.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:11:33    

Everyone thinks of the Irish side of the family as the O'Brien's but it was her
mother that was Irish. Am I right--or was Dusty's dad as well? I think he
grew up in India, didn't he?

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:15:37  

Yes her mother was from Tralee- her surname was Ryle.
I suppose Dusty's dad must have had some Irish ancestry with the name
O'Brien ,but I believe he was born in Scotland.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:15:52      

quote:

Am I write
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This should be RIGHT. Oooh, Out smarted again. 

Matt.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:26:28      

Has anyone here read her biography? Would it say in there? 

Matt.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:32:48    

I've read several biographies but I'm to lazy to get up and look this up!
(Actually I'm working on a paper--but I'm still lazy.)

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  19:46:38  

I think we had this conversation sometime in the past and I asked Pat
about Dusty's living relatives. She said she only had cousins now.

Carole x

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 10/11/2006 :  20:41:55  

Dusty and her dad in 1978.

Carole x
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Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 12/11/2006 :  17:18:14  

As promised, Dusty's Mum's autograph.....Bab's can't quite remember what
appearance it was from, but we think it would have been from the '66 poll-
winners Party (where Dusty sang YDHTSYLM live, with Kiki and Madeline on
backing), and Catherine would have accompanied her famous daughter....

Mark

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 12/11/2006 :  21:53:30    

What is the story behind this Mark? (Or will you get Babs to sign up and tell
us?) 

Dusty looks so pretty in that pic with her Dad.

Thanks for posting both.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2006 :  20:08:15      

Any more info?

Matt.

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2006 :  20:43:35  

She was Scot/Irish Teda.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2006 :  20:46:56      

Thanks T! Do you know who was what? Her mum Scottish or Irish and Vice
Versa.

Matt.

Teda
Little by little

USA
384 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2006 :  20:56:28  

The mother was Irish and the father was Scottish. Teda. This is what was
told to me.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2006 :  20:59:13      

Okay Thanks! 

Matt.

giota
Little by little

Greece
159 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  11:22:09  

I've heard in some of her lattest interviews, that her mother showed her
the affection she should, few minutes before passing away....she led her
hand in her cheek and Dusty wondered "Couldn't you be more when I was a
kid?"....she loved her mum the most!!!!I've also heard that her folks did hit
her a lot and that made me so sad....but also explains lots in her
life....Anyway......

Giota

Mads
Where am I going?

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  11:30:10      
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Australia
3323 Posts

Didnt Dusty's mum reach her hand up and pinch Dusty's nose?

Love,

Mads xxx

giota
Little by little

Greece
159 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  11:33:35  

No it was the cheek.....her nose was cold!!!!hahaha

Giota

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  11:45:36      

Thanks for the info!

Matt.

Everyone rules.
Especially Nancy for today

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  13:40:52    

quote:

Originally posted by giota

I've heard in some of her lattest interviews, that her mother showed her the
affection she should, few minutes before passing away....she led her hand
in her cheek and Dusty wondered "Couldn't you be more when I was a
kid?"....she loved her mum the most!!!!I've also heard that her folks did hit
her a lot and that made me so sad....but also explains lots in her
life....Anyway......

Giota

Where did you read that her folks "hit her a lot"?

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

giota
Little by little

Greece
159 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  19:16:34  

She had said it in her lattest interview....I'm not sure in which one, I'll see it
again so as to be exact!!!

Giota

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  21:46:34      

"She looked like one of those horror masks, all sunken. Her eyes were
glassy from the drugs, but suddenly she reached up this claw and tweaked
my nose. I don't remember her ever doing that to me before. And then,
suddenly she passed out again. The next day I had to return to the States
but I called and said 'How is Mrs O'Brien?' And they said, 'Oh, she passed
away.' It was such a shock because it was so matter-of-fact. So the
tweak was important. And it was horrific too. I did come unglued then. I
handled it very badly. Partly guilt. I wasn't there . . ."

Hahahahah...it was the nose  I knew I'd read it somewhere...
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Love,

Mads xxx

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  21:53:06      

quote:

quote:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Originally posted by giota

I've heard in some of her lattest interviews, that her mother showed her the
affection she should, few minutes before passing away....she led her hand
in her cheek and Dusty wondered "Couldn't you be more when I was a
kid?"....she loved her mum the most!!!!I've also heard that her folks did hit
her a lot and that made me so sad....but also explains lots in her
life....Anyway......

Giota

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where did you read that her folks "hit her a lot"?

Mads - maybe you could settle this.

Matt.

Everyone on here rules.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  22:29:52  

I can honestly say that I've never read, or heard Dusty say that her folks
hit her. Ever.

Carole x

Edited by - daydreamer on 20/12/2006 22:30:13

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  22:41:25      

I didn't think so either - they always look so happy in the photos.

Matt.

Everyone on here rules.

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2006 :  23:18:54      

Oh honey that means nothing.

But if Carole doesnt know it - it doesnt exist!!!

Love,

Mads xxx

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 21/12/2006 :  00:10:56    

Mads I agree with you on both counts!
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USA
14235 Posts

Maybe something got lost in the translation GioGeo?

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2006 :  11:00:21  

I do recall Dusty mentioning in an interview that when she was a child her
dad used to beat out the rhythms of songs on her hand very hard,but when
she mentioned this to him in later life he had no recollection of it.
I will try and find her exact quote if I can remember where I saw it.

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2006 :  11:17:13      

I remember that too Clive, haha you didnt dream it up!

I didnt know he didnt recall it though..

Love,

Mads xxx

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2006 :  13:26:23    

quote:

Originally posted by Mads

"She looked like one of those horror masks, all sunken. Her eyes were glassy
from the drugs, but suddenly she reached up this claw and tweaked my nose. I
don't remember her ever doing that to me before. And then, suddenly she passed
out again. The next day I had to return to the States but I called and said 'How is
Mrs O'Brien?' And they said, 'Oh, she passed away.' It was such a shock because
it was so matter-of-fact. So the tweak was important. And it was horrific too. I
did come unglued then. I handled it very badly. Partly guilt. I wasn't there . . ."

Hahahahah...it was the nose  I knew I'd read it somewhere...

Love,

Mads xxx

 Where's that quote from, Mads?

Cor xx

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 21/12/2006 :  20:50:55      

Woman of Repute 

Love,

Mads xxx

daydreamer
Moderator
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts
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